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Introduction
Background

Thackeray Trail

Summit Avenue
Silver Lake
Street

Oconomowoc Parkway
Source: OMNNI Associates Southwest Summit Avenue Land Use and Development Plan

The Southwest Summit Avenue Area is located in the southern part of the
City of Oconomowoc. The area is well connected to surrounding amenities
including the downtown central business district approximately two miles
north and I-94 located approximately half a mile south of the project area.
Development has occurred around the Southwest Summit Avenue area
including construction at the adjacent Pabst Farms and of a new hospital
just south of I-94. As these developments are completed and mature, the
Southwest Summit Avenue Area will experience more growth and will need
specific design guidelines to insure the community needs are successfully
met.
The Southwest Summit Avenue Area consists of more than 650 acres
with a wide variety of building and land uses. The current land uses
include commercial, retail, residential, resorts, and golf courses. Because
development took place over a long period of time, the 650 acre site contains
a wide variety of architectural styles resulting in a haphazard and uninviting
physical appearance. The goal of this document is to create a cohesiveness
to the buildings and landscape by presenting design principles that will add
consistency to future developments.
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Introduction
Future Design Style

Through public input sessions held in 2005, it was determined by stakeholders
in the Southwest Summit Avenue Area that the architectural style for future
development in the area should be consistent with the Craftsman and Prairie
styles. This was determined through an image preference survey held in
November of 2005. The images that were chosen depict the form and natural
materials associated with both the Craftsman and Prairie styles.
A vision statement taken from the public input meeting summarizes desired
development in the project area.

In 2015, the Southwest Summit Avenue planning area has experienced a
renaissance that has revitalized its retail areas and expanded residential
development, while maintaining its natural, open character. Thoughtful
planning has resulted in a model residential and commercial development
pattern that reflects why Oconomowoc is a community where quality of life
is a way of life.
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Introduction
Purpose

The purpose of this document is to be a resource for developers, land and
property owners, architects and designers, and governmental review bodies
to aid in the creation of an aesthetically pleasing and community oriented
development. These guidelines have been created to help these stakeholders
understand a building’s relationship to other buildings, its relationship to
public spaces, and the building’s role in creating an area character and style.
All of these pieces must be considered and understood in order for the area
to succeed as a livable and desirable community.
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Introduction
Development Plan Coherence

This guideline document was developed directly from the Southwest Summit
Avenue Land Use and Development Plan adopted in April of 2007. This
document is NOT to be used in place of the Land Use and Development
plan, but as a supplement to the urban, architectural, and landscape design
standards laid out in that document.
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Urban Design

Source: OMNNI Associates Southwest Summit Avenue Land Use and Development Plan

The following guidelines apply to all urban design considerations in the City of
Oconomowoc’s Southwest Summit Avenue Planning Area. These guidelines
are meant to supplement the Southwest Summit Avenue Land Use and
Development Plan. These guidelines should be followed unless zoning codes
override them.
Primary Urban Design Guidelines for:
- Access and Connectivity
- Vehicular Transportation Network
- Bicycle Transportation Network
- Pedestrian Transportation Network
- Street Appearance
- Sidewalks
- Setbacks
- Building Scale
- Building Form
- Outdoor Spaces
- Outdoor Dining Areas
- Signage
- Lighting
- Parking
- Residential Garages
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Urban Design
Access and Connectivity

Major Access Point:
E. Summit Avenue at Thackeray
Trail
Major Access Point:
E. Summit Avenue at Regent Road

Major Access Point:
E. Summit Avenue at Pabst Road

Major Visual Connectors
Major Access and Gateway Point:
E. Summit Avenue at Oconomowoc
Parkway

Source: OMNNI Associates Southwest Summit
Avenue Land Use and Development Plan

Guidelines:
Buildings and new developments should be sensitively
designed and located to protect key vistas, gateways, and
access points.
• Buildings and new developments should not block the “view
corridors” defined by the neighboring streets.
•

One result of the Southwest Summit Avenue Area’s location is the high traffic
counts (average annual daily traffic counts are over 19,000) along the eastern
edge of the project area, Summit Avenue. Due to these numbers, the study
area has a great opportunity to supply necessary amenities to the individuals
driving along this corridor. The Land Use Plan’s preferred development
alternative locates four major entry points off of Summit Avenue.
12

Urban Design
Vehicular Transportation Network

Source: OMNNI Associates Southwest Summit Avenue Land Use and
Development Plan

Guidelines:
Major building entries should be placed along primary street
front.
• Buildings with frontage on Summit Avenue or on any other
major vehicular roadways should be designed with four-sized
architecture.
• The scale of a building or new development should be
appropriate to that of existing buildings along the street.
•

The Southwest Summit Avenue Area is considered a “Low-Connectivity
Network” of vehicular streets. In other words, there are only a few connections
to the major thoroughfares in the area. Due to this situation, the vehicular
street network within the project area needs to have a strong pedestrian
scale and feel. This will allow for bicycle and pedestrian movement within
the site to circulate freely. By having buildings address the street edge and
having building entries on the street, the pedestrian scale is achieved.
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Urban Design
Bicycle Transportation Network

Source: www.trailville.com

Source: OMNNI Associates Southwest Summit Avenue Land Use
and Development Plan

Source: journal.davidbyrne.com

Source: www.toledotalk.com

Guidelines:
•

Buildings located adjacent to existing or proposed bicycle
lanes or paths should address the need for bicycle
movement and parking as well as lighting and signage for
the lane or path.

Alternative transportation options are important for the Southwest Summit
Avenue Area. The area has a wide range of diversity in land use and is attached
to a major thoroughfare which connects a downtown commercial district
to a new, regionally recognized, mixed use development at Pabst Farms.
The Southwest Summit Avenue Area has great alternative transportation
opportunities within its bounds. The buildings and developments in this area
need to embrace the connectivity they have to residential neighborhoods
and allow for bicycle traffic to, from, and around the buildings.
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Urban Design
Pedestrian Transportation Network

Source: OMNNI Associates Southwest Summit Avenue Land Use
and Development Plan

Source: OMNNI Associates Southwest
Summit Avenue Land Use and
Development Plan

Source: OMNNI Associates Southwest Summit
Avenue Land Use and Development Plan

Guidelines:
Building entries should be located along the street front to
allow for convenient pedestrian access.
• Buildings and new developments should give priority to
pedestrian traffic and allow multiple pedestrian options
throughout the site.
•

Although commercial establishments in the area will always need parking
for outside patrons, the Southwest Summit Avenue Area should become
a walkable community. As communities are focusing more on health and
wellness, a redevelopment approach that allows people to feel safe when
walking would be a positive way to differentiate the Southwest Summit
Avenue Area from neighboring areas. Successful mixed use redevelopment
needs a strong focus on the pedestrian. Note: All pedestrian improvement
shall meet the requirements of the City Bike and Pedestrian Trail plan.
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Urban Design
Street Appearance - Sidewalks

Source: www.pps.org

Source: www.pps.org

Guideline:
All new residential development should include sidewalks
on both sides of all streets and trail amenities per existing
Oconomowoc policy.
• Sidewalks should be at least 5 ft wide. Wider sidewalks
should be considered in high pedestrian traffic areas.
•

The sidewalk network in the Southwest Summit Avenue Area will be the
backbone of the area’s walkability. The sidewalk network must connect
existing sidewalk and trail networks in the area according the City Bike and
Pedestrian Plan. This will allow for multiple means of transportation and
provide a healthier option for neighborhood residents. Sidewalks and trails
should link the Southwest Summit Avenue Area to nearby amenities such
as Downtown, the YMCA, and Pabst Farms. Note: 6 foot walkways are
required for walkways that are adjacent to City owned sidewalks.
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Urban Design
Street Appearance - Setbacks

Source: University of Idaho

Guidelines:
All new developments should build to the minimum setback
allowed by current zoning ordinances.
• Planned developments are encouraged to request reduced
road setback exemptions.
•

In order for a development to meet this guideline, property owners are
encouraged to take advantage of planned developments. This will create a
pedestrian friendly environment and encourage biking and walking throughout
the Southwest Summit Avenue Area.
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Urban Design
Street Appearance - Building Scale

Source: www.promenadeshopsatdoslagos.com

Guideline:
•
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Source: www.pps.org

The base of the building should include elements that relate
to the human scale. These should include doors, windows,
projections, awnings and canopies, etc.

The Southwest Summit Avenue Area is striving to be a walkable community.
The most important features in a walkable community are pedestrian
access, pedestrian safety, and pedestrian activity. In order for pedestrians
to feel safe and welcome, the buildings and open spaces need to be inviting.
Buildings can achieve this level of comfort through many facets of design.
Flat, unadorned, repetitive facades lack visual interest and contribute little
to the visual interest of the street. Also, elements that mediate between
the overall size of a building and the size of a person, give it human scale.
A comfortable building scale encourages use. Note: This guideline is not
applicable for residential uses.

Urban Design
Street Appearance - Building Form

Source: CDS Image Library

Source: CDS Image Library

Guidelines:
Building form should follow the styles and materials discussed
in the building section of this document.
• Buildings should follow the land use suggested in the
Southwest Summit Avenue Land Use and Development Plan.
•

The Southwest Summit Avenue Area should encourage buildings that are
compatible with each other in a development. These compatibilities allow
for use transitions between properties, transitions between public and private
spaces, and transitions between pedestrian and vehicular zones. Placing a
multi-company, multi-store building adjacent to a single family structure will
cause aesthetic and pedestrian zones of uncomfortable space due to the
building’s form, scale, and use. Note: This guideline is not applicable for
residential uses.
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Urban Design
Street Appearance - Outdoor Spaces

Source: www.livablestreets.com

Source: www.zoneonegarden.blogspot.com

Source: www.walkcumbria.org.uk

Guideline:
•

All outdoor spaces should accommodate for bike racks,
benches, and trash receptacles.

The outdoor spaces guideline focuses on integrating pedestrian and bicycle
areas with buildings. Also, providing trash receptacles at all building entries
will help reduce loose trash and help create a positive pedestrian place.
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Urban Design
Street Appearance - Outdoor Dining Areas

Source: CDS Image Library

Guidelines:
Outdoor dining areas should be considered during the initial
design phases of projects.
• Outdoor dining areas should be placed at or near public
pedestrian areas preferably near the buildings main entrance.
•

Outdoor dining areas are often last minute additions to projects. Generally,
these spaces are uncomfortable for the customer and difficult for employees
to work around. Outdoor spaces should be located and design simultaneously
to the rest of the project. This will help create better spaces to dine and
serve.
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Urban Design
Street Appearance - Signage

Source: www.housenumbertiles.com

Source: www.promenadeshopsatdoslagos.com

Guidelines:
Ground and building signage should be designed in the
craftsman or prairie style.
• Sign materials should be consistent with either the craftsman
or prairie style.
• Building signage should be considered in the overall design
of the building, not to appear as an after thought or tackedon.
• Ground signage should be considered in the overall
landscape plan for the building.
•

Signage should blend with the overall style of the Southwest Summit Avenue
Area. This will reduce single buildings visually appearing awkward and out
of place from others and help tie the overall area together.
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Urban Design
Street Appearance - Lighting

Source: www.pps.org

Source: www.energyforce.co.uk

Guidelines:
All lighting fixtures should be selected for their application and
should be consistent with either the Craftsman or Prairie style.
• Security, parking lot, and signage lighting should be directed
downward to ensure no reflections onto adjacent properties.
•

Lighting should be used in many different applications throughout the
Southwest Summit Avenue Area. Lighting for parking should differ in height
from building lighting and from trail or other pedestrian circulation paths.
Multiple heights of lighting create different levels of comfort and encourage
23
or discourage certain types of activities.

Urban Design
Street Appearance - Parking

Source: www.mainstreetportage.com

Guidelines:
Parking lots should incorporate pockets of environmental
features such as trees, native grasses, and or swales.
• Pedestrian paths should be integrated with environmental
features throughout large parking lots.
• Where appropriate, place a 3-4 foot wall to reduce
automobile light reflecting on adjacent properties and
provide a higher quality of experience for the pedestrian
(materials to match neighborhood style).
•
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Large open parking lots should be avoided in keeping with the Southwest
Summit Avenue vision of a walkable community. Pedestrians will feel safer
walking from their cars to a business if they have a designated path to walk.
Incorporation of trees and native grasses along these walks encourage
pedestrian movement and allows for stormwater run-off to a specific
location.

Urban Design
Street Appearance - Residential Garages

Source: www.vintagegaragedoor.com

Source: CDS Image Library

Guidelines:
•

Residential garages should not be located closer to the street
than the residential unit.

The garage location should be set behind the residential unit. This gives the
dwelling greater visual importance over the garage. Frequently, Craftsman
and Prairie style garages have windows located in the garage door. For
garages located on alleys, trash pickup locations should be designed to hide
trash containers from neighboring residential units or buildings.
25
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Architectural Design

The following guidelines apply to all architectural design considerations in
the City of Oconomowoc’s Southwest Summit Avenue Planning Area. These
guidelines are meant to supplement the Southwest Summit Avenue Land
Use and Development Plan. These guidelines should be followed unless
zoning codes override them.
Primary Architectural Design Guidelines for:
- Style and Character
- Form and Massing-Craftsman Style
- Form and Massing-Prairie Style
- Facades-Craftsman Style
- Facades-Prairie Style
- Design Details: Roof Form-Craftsman Style
- Design Details: Roof Form-Prairie Style
- Design Details: Windows-Craftsman Style
- Design Details: Windows-Prairie Style
- Design Details: Porches-Craftsman Style
- Design Details: Porches-Prairie Style
- Design Details: Materials-Craftsman Style
- Design Details: Materials-Prairie Style
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Architectural Design
Style and Character

Decorative beams or
braces under gables

Low-pitched gabled
roof with wide,
unenclosed eave overhang

Painted or sealed wood

Exposed roof rafters

Double Hung Windows

Porch’s roof is
supported by square columns

Craftsman Style

Columns or column bases
continue to ground level with
no break at porch floor

Source: CDS Image Library

The Craftsman style originated as a revolutionary home design that combined
art and function. Although some Craftsmen homes have attics and dormers,
it is usually one story with low, gentle sloping roofs, exposed roof rafters and
wide eaves above a deep porch, which has distinctive square pillars. The
Bungalow is the most common Craftsman home.
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Central low raise chimeny
Low pitched roof
with projecting eaves

Stucco, stone, brick walls

Continous band of
casement windows
Stone cap

Prairie Style

Source: www.eagleranch.com

The Prairie style, created in the early 1900’s by Frank Lloyd Wright as he
sought a style that would celebrate and echo the Midwestern prairies, is
commonly known for its low pitched roofs and emphasis on horizontal lines.
The space layout is generally an open plan and the entryway is normally not
easily seen at first sight.
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Architectural Design
Form and Massing Craftsman Style

Source: www.smartbuilding360.com

Guideline:
•

Mass of the building should be 1, 1 ½ or 2 stories. The second
story is within the height of the roof.

The secondary stories should be within the height of the roof. By removing
the attic, this secondary space becomes the master bedroom or a more
private area for the owner. The use of a roof space as an occupant space can
help to define a more residential oriented area from a commercial or mixed
use area.
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Source: CDS Image Library

Guideline:
•

The building’s massing should create a hierarchy based on
the function of each spaces.

Massing can be used to identify main entrances on buildings. Materiality
can also be incorporate to emphasize hierarchy. Heavier materials such as
stone, brick and cladding are normally used to express more important parts
of a building.
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Architectural Design
Form and Massing Prairie Style

Source: www.eplans.com

Guideline:
•

The mass of the building should include base, body and roof.

The way that the building relates to its site (base) , context (body and roof)
can be expressed with distinct materials that run from heavy, solid (stone)
to light (wood, glass). Strong horizontal details will accentuate these
characteristics.
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Source: CDS Image Library

Guideline:
•

The base of building can have different function than the rest
of the building.

Since in Prairie Style the base of a building is actually above ground level
(in comparison on Craftsman style where the base is the underground level
or basement), its characteristics and functionality can vary. For example
in a mixed use context, the commercial use might be in the base and the
residential use on the top level.
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Architectural Design
Facades Craftsman Style

Source: CDS Image Library

Guideline:
•

Elements such as windows, doors, porches and roofs should
be arranged symmetrically. Arrangements of primary and
secondary masses can be asymmetrical.

A primary mass is the main space of the design. On residential scale the
primary mass is the house. A secondary space can be those that provide
services to the main mass. On a residential scale a garage can be considered
a secondary space. By providing a symmetrical arrangement, these facade
elements give a sense of formality to the neighborhood.
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Source: CDS Image Library

Guideline:
•

Structure of the building and decorative details should be fully
embraced. (ex. Wide eaves with exposed rafter tails).

The Craftsman style accentuates the details of the building assembly. The
connectivity of roof structure with the rest of the building becomes one of its
richest characteristics.
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Architectural Design
Facades Prairie Style

Source: CDS Image Library

Guideline:
•

Symmetrical facade with strong horizontal lines are encourage
to help define the use of the building.

Prairie style buildings are generally designed with a strong horizontal facades.
Unlike the Craftsman style, the Prairie style is conducive to commercial,
institutional, and residential buildings.
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Source: CDS Image Library

Guideline:
•

Horizontal windows should be used as a predominate element
on the facade.

Horizontal windows provide a great source of light into the interior of a building.
They also create a stronger connectivity between public and private space.
This element also emphasizes the horizontality on a facade that distinguish
the Prairie style. The horizontal window from an interior or exterior perspective
can serve as a framing element for a view or object.
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Architectural Design
Design Details: Roof Form Craftsman Style

Source: CDS Image Library

Guideline:
•

Decorative elements such as exposed rafters, triangular knee
brace supports (brackets) are encourage as significant details
of a Craftsman style roof.

The way the exposed structure of a Craftsman style roof meets its vertical
support (columns, walls) is a special treatment that differentiates the style from
others. Normally these support members are rich in detail and ornamentation
in order to support this specific style.
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Architectural Design
Design Details: Roof Form Prairie Style

Source: CDS Image Library

Source: www.oldhouseweb.com

Source: CDS Image Library

Guideline:
•

A low pitched roof with overhanging eaves is the standard
shape of a Prairie style building. Every Prairie style building
should have this type of roof.

Prairie style is an effort to mimic the meadows of the midwest. Low pitched
roofs keep the scale of the building closer to the terrain. Overhanging eaves
create the illusion of spreading to the sides instead of going higher. They also
serve as a shading alternative.
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Architectural Design
Design Details: Windows Craftsman Style

Source: CDS Image Library

Source: CDS Image Library

Guideline:
•

Double hung windows with the most possible natural
appearance are encouraged on the Craftsman style buildings.

A double hung window characterizes residential buildings among others. The
nature of its materiality and color should blend with the natural appearance
of the style. This operable window helps to naturally ventilate the building in
summer.
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Architectural Design
Design Details: Windows Prairie Style

Source: CDS Image Library

Source: images.google.com

Guideline:
•

Ribbons of windows and clerestory with well-defined vertical
detail are essential on the envelope of a Prairie style facade.

Long spread ribbons of windows help to emphasize the horizontality that
defines the Prairie style and not only provide more daylight to the building but
also frame views to the visitor.
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Architectural Design
Design Details: Porches Craftsman Style

Source: CDS Image Library

Guideline:
•

The porch should cover between 50 to 100% of the main
elevation.

The outdoor roof area of the porch identifies the main entrance of the
building. It is considered a more private layer between main building and
public space.
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Architectural Design
Design Details: Porches Prairie Style

Source: images.google.com

Guideline:
•

If the building includes a porch or outdoor roofed area, it
should be centered on the facade and be as open to view as
possible.

The idea of porch or any other roofed outdoor area is to still have a visual
connectivity with the rest of the context. That is why a railing that obstructs
this connectivity is discouraged on a Prairie style design. Please note that
the main entrance of the building doesn’t need to be access by this outdoor
space.
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Architectural Design
Design Details: Materials Craftsman Style

Source: CDS Image Library

Guideline:
•

The masonry of the building can not exceed 50% of the
elevation area.

In order to maintain its natural characteristics, a Craftsman building should
identify its base as the solid, heavy element of the elevation. Anything above
the solid material (stone, brick) should be on a lighter material preferably
wood or any other simulated wood material.
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Source: CDS Image Library

Guideline:
•

Colors and tones of the materials should cover a natural
palette that embrace earth tones such as browns, greens and
tans.

The colors on the building should reference the characteristics of it. A typical
example is that the structure of the building has the stronger, darker tone.
From there those tones become lighter representing the function of the
material. The color palette of the building should not exceed three tones.
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Architectural Design
Design Details: Materials Prairie Style

Source: www.mkollias.com

Guideline:
•

The colors used on the exterior and interior of Prairie style
homes should be earth tones, such as green, brown and
others.

Since earth tones work well with each other, they can be arranged in many
ways so as to provide each building with its own identity while providing a
coherent neighborhood appearance.
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Source: CDS Image Library

Guideline:
•

Building materials of Prairie style buildings are plaster
(stucco), wood, and brick.

On Prairie style structures the horizontal application of the materials makes
them readily identifiable. When using heavy materials such as stone and
brick, the building itself can become an icon among others.
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Environmental Sustainability

The following guidelines apply to applications where environmental sustainablity
is, or could be, considered in the City of Oconomowoc’s Southwest Summit
Avenue Planning Area. These guidelines are supplemental to the Southwest
Summit Avenue Land Use and Development Plan. However, these guidelines
are to be followed under all conditions unless impermissible according to
existing zoning codes.
Primary Building Design Guidelines for:
- Natural Environment
- Landscapes
- Trees
- Water Management
- Irrigation
- Building Design
- Lighting
- Ventilation
- Materials
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Environmental Sustainability
Natural Environment

Source: CDS Image Library

Guidelines:
Protect parks, forests, wetlands, wildlife habitats, and
watersheds to the greatest extent possible.
• Consider how the landscaped areas are linked to one another
and create natural corridors for plants and birds. Integrate
bird food sources and shelter. Tie these corridors in with the
established open-space framework.
•

Find a balance between the built and natural environments by considering
environmental measures in all new developments.
50

Source: CDS Image Library

Guidelines:
•

•
•

•

•

Orientate residential and commercial buildings to take
best advantage of specific sites’ natural conditions such as
sun angles (lighting and solar gain), natural ventilation, soil
conditions, vegetation, and topographic conditions.
Make outdoor public spaces desirable to pedestrians.
Select and position landscape materials to maximize energy
efficiency, water conservation and preservation of natural site
amenities.
Take advantage of tree canopies to reduce cooling loads and
minimize heat island effects. Use hedges or shrubs to aid
natural ventilation in building.
Safely minimize use of night lighting. Select exterior lights that
conserve and/or create energy (energy efficient lights, lights
with photo voltaic panels).
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Environmental Sustainability
Landscapes

Source: CDS Image Library

Guidelines:
Use native or well-adapted species for landscaping while
recognizing the importance of the use of a variety of plant
materials.
• Carefully considers plant selection and design to minimizes
the use of herbicides, pesticides, fertilizers, and irrigation.
•

Plants that are native to the area help maintain the integrity of the soil and
need little maintenance to survive in their natural environment.
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Source: CDS Image Library

Guidelines:
Preserve the natural integrity of the site: trees, significant plant
materials, and topsoil. Try to develop on previously disturbed
areas as much as possible.
• Recycle landscaping waste into compost for reuse in current
maintenance and future projects.
•

Reuse and recycling of natural materials is a healthier and more productive
method of returning nutrients to the environment and also reduces landfill
waste.
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Environmental Sustainability
Trees

Source: CDS Image Library

Guidelines:
•
•

Preserve and protect the integrity of trees.
Move trees or provide funds to replace trees that are taken
out for new development either on the development site or
elsewhere in the immediate area.

Trees help protect soil from eroding, reduce heat island effects and filter
CO2 from the air. Trees are also positive public amenities. Note: Plant and
remove trees according to the City Tree & Planting policy/ordinance.
54

Source: CDS Image Library

Guidelines:
Where possible, provide adequate space for large-canopy
trees in proposed new developments.
• Make sure there is sufficient room above and below ground
for new trees to grow and survive.
•

A trees upward and downward growth must both be considered when
planning a development and planting a tree. If not property planned for, tree
roots can affect roads, sidewalks and building foundations.
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Environmental Sustainability
Water Management

Source: CDS Image Library

Guidelines:
•
•

Maximize on-site storm-water management practices.
Utilize rainwater gardens, plant materials and terrain to slow
and absorb runoff, filter sediments, and facilitate infiltration.
When appropriate, consider detention and retention ponds to
allow a slower rate of infiltration.

Impervious surfaces do not allow rainwater to enter in the ground where it
falls. Pitched surfaces, graded soils and retention and detention of large
pools of water are necessary to allow the rainwater to reenter the ground in
an effective and safe manor.
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Source: CDS Image Library

Guidelines:
Maximize pervious surfaces to permit water infiltration where
possible. Design paving to serve multiple purposes, and
minimize buildings’ footprints.
• Use natural drainage ways wherever possible.
•
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Environmental Sustainability
Irrigation

Source: CDS Image Library

Guidelines:
Minimize the need for landscape irrigation. Use weatherbased irrigation controls to minimize runoff and excess water
use. Establish high and low maintenance landscaping zones—
group plants with similar water-use needs—and tie into the
individual irrigation zones. High-maintenance zones should be
around major building entries and high-traffic areas.
• When appropriate, make use of graywater and water-saving
devices.
•

There are many ways to conserve water. Employing graywater systems for
indoor water and rentention barrels for outdoor water are effective ways to
reuse water around the site to conserve and get full use out of the water
before it goes in the sewer system.
58

Source: CDS Image Library

Guidelines:
Make use of rainwater runoff barrels to provide irrigation for
sites.
• Use planting that can tolerate low summer watering.
•
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Environmental Sustainability
Building Design

Source: CDS Image Library

Guidelines:
•
•

Make the building / site design adaptable.
Reduce the overall building footprint and design building
dimensions to optimize material use, reduce cut-off waste,
and simplify the building geometry.

Forty-percent of materials used on construction sites end up as waste.
Approximately 20% of space in US landfills is filled with construction waste.
Therefore, it is important to be mindful of what goes into and comes out of
development projects.
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Source: CDS Image Library

Guidelines:
When possible, retrofit existing buildings to their maximum
energy efficiency while preserving their historic character.
• Provide recycling/waste collection areas that are easily
accessible by the occupants to accommodate collection
needs specific to the project.
•

Bins, similar to the ones pictured above, encourage recycling at public
locations.
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Environmental Sustainability
Lighting

Source: CDS Image Library

Guidelines:
Create and integrate passive solar daylighting systems with
other building systems and the overall building design—
building width, building orientation, light shelves, light
shafts, location of windows and other openings, and light
disbursement.
• Maximize lighting efficiencies and reduce heat gain—design
for specific tasks, maximize room cavity optics, and provide
effective control. Light the minimum area for the minimum
time (i.e., use occupancy sensors).
• Utilize the Electric Utility plan review process when designing
building lighting.
•

Effective daylighting techniques help reduce electricity consumption and
provide better interior lighting when applied properly.
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Environmental Sustainability
Ventilation

Source: CDS Image Library

Guidelines:
In the absence of compelling reasons to the contrary, make all
exterior windows operable.
• Tie passive cooling and natural ventilation into the HVAC
systems.
•
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Environmental Sustainability
Ventilation

Source: CDS Image Library

Guidelines:
Use properly sized efficient heating and ventilating systems.
Avoid using a mechanical air-conditioning system if at all
possible.
• Take advantage of passive solar energy and, when possible,
active solar energy.
•

People are more comfortable in a naturally ventilated 75 degree room than
they are in a 68 degree climate controlled room. These techniques significantly
reduce energy consumption and CO2 emissions.
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Environmental Sustainability

Source: CDS Image Library

Guidelines:
Reduce the amount of materials used as long as the
durability and structural integrity of the building or constructed
landscapes are not compromised.
• Use recyclable products and those with recycled material
content when possible.
• Reuse materials, components, and equipment.
• Maximize reuse and recycling of construction waste and
demolition debris. Sort waste for recycling.
•
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Environmental Sustainability
Materials

Source: http://www.iklimnet.com/save/eco_images/five_elements_passive.gif

Guidelines:
Reduce thermal loads entering the building as much as
possible. Consider the building envelope design carefully,
including glazing selection, window and door shading, wall
construction, roof color, and building shape.
• Make use of thermal mass to absorb heat and shift peak
heating to off-peak hours. Design floor and ceiling surfaces to
take advantage of thermal mass.
•

Efficient and effective use of building materials helps reduce construction
cost and protects natural resources for future generations.
Building materials emit harmful chemicals throughout a building’s lifecycle.
Natural events such as rain and heat constantly pull these chemicals out of
buildings and introduce them to the environment. It is important to reduce
or eliminate the use of these chemicals in the manufacturing of building
materials to protect natural environments and ground water.
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Source: CDS Image Library

Guidelines:
Avoid materials that generate ozone-depleting chemicals
(VOCs, HCFCs, etc.) during manufacture and/or use, or that
are made from toxic or hazardous constituents (benzene,
arsenic, etc.).
• Use materials with low embodied energy costs associated
with them.
• Avoid materials that generate ozone-depleting chemicals
(VOCs, HCFCs, etc.) during manufacture and/or use, that are
made from toxic or hazardous constituents (benzene, arsenic,
etc.), and/or that unduly deplete limited natural resources such
as old-growth timber.
•
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Implementation

These guidelines are intended to serve as a visual and descriptive guide for
both the City and private property owners. Additionally, many of the standards
and concepts articulated in this guide will be utilized by the City’s Architectural
Commission and Plan Commission when reviewing new construction and
redevelopment projects within the Southwest Summit Avenue Area.
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Implementation
Preferred Development Alternative Plan
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